Would you like to know more,
or participate?
Contact
To contact the Elisabeth Vreede Institute,
please use the following e-mail address and
website:
info@evreedeinstituut.nl
www.evreedeinstituut.nl
Here you can:
Receive information about the institute’s activities.
Apply to participate (on a voluntary
basis).
Elisabeth Vreede (1879-1943)
Vreede Archive The Hague

Who was Elisabeth Vreede?
She was born in 1879 in The Hague (the
Netherlands). She was a member of the first
management group of the Anthroposophical
Society, assistant to Rudolf Steiner, and as an
astronomer she was the first head of the
Department of Mathematics-Astronomy of
the School for Spiritual Science. She died in
1943 in Ascona (Switzerland).

Get information on how to support
the institute financially.
Information
Chamber of Commerce number: 72562587
IBAN: NL15 TRIO 0379 4039 19
BIC: TRIO NL2U, Elisabeth Vreede Institute
Board
Hans Boss, Mario Matthijsen & Silvia Rigters
Supervisory Board
Bob Siepman van den Berg, Frank Storm &
Albert Vlug
Advisary Committee
Frank Spaan

The Elisabeth Vreede Institute appreciates her
pioneering work and wants to continue it.
Postal and visiting address
Riouwstraat 1
2585 GP, Den Haag

ANTROPOSOPHICALLY
ORIENTED
ASTRONOMY

Objectives

Activities

Starting point

The institute wants to continue the
anthroposophical work of Elisabeth Vreede
on astronomy, building on a threefold
foundation:

Several activities have already started within
the framework of the institute, such as
making an inventory of the legacy of
Elisabeth Vreede and contributing to a proper
care of Elisabeth Vreede’s legacy. Astronomical research into planet orbits in
lemniscate form also has high priority. This
encompasses research into lemniscate
planetary motions based on Rudolf Steiner’s
collected works and computer simulations.

The insitute starts from the view that with
the current problems in society, the human
being needs to be put into the centre. The
human being is part of the natural and of the
spiritual world. It can lead to more insight in
the causes of many problems, when on the
basis of anthroposophy, conscious and clear
thinking will arise about how the spirit
specifically works in the cosmos, the human
being and the earth. Mediating between
extremes can so be enhanced, and instead of
polarisation and fear, dialogue, healing and
trust can arise.

The Elisabeth Vreede Institute carries
out research into anthroposophically
oriented astronomy and spreads
knowledge about this subject.
The institute supports proper management and careful disclosure of what
Elisabeth Vreede has left behind and its
use in research.

Astronomy as a bridge
The institute strives to play a central
role in bringing together global
initiatives and to take initiatives in the
aforementioned fields.

Source: GA 323 - R. Steiner

The question how the micro-cosmos of the
human being is connected with and is related
to the macro-cosmos of the stars, runs
through the whole of Rudolf Steiner’s
Anthroposophy. In the present time of
materialism a concrete and direct insight in
such relations is not easy to establish. It is
however the area of astronomical science
which could probably be first connected to
spiritual insights.
Source: GA 323 - R. Steiner

In Astronomy it is important that a bridge is
built between the different scientific areas,
that in a right way ‚the astronomical‘, which
has its task in the different sectors of science,
also comes into daylight.

Source: Notebook R. Steiner

